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§30. Projection Operator Method for Strong 
Plasma Turbulence 
Itoh, S.-1. (RIAM, Kyushu Univ.), ltoh, K. 
The reduced set of equations has been 
formulated as a Langevin equation by use of 
renormalizing the coherent interaction terms as 
(1) 
where f denotes the set of variables 
IT=( <j>, J, p) . The nonlinear interaction term 
is divided into two terms: £ is the renormalized 
operator, and incoherent part is considered as a 
random noise source term. 
With the help of ansatz of large degree 
of positive Lypunov exponents, the general 
solution is formally given as 
f(t) = ~exp (-Amt)f(m)(o) 
+ it exp [- 4 t - 1:) ]s( 1:) dt 
where - Am (m = 1, 2, 3 · · · and 
(2) 
At < A2 < A3 < · · · ) represents the eigenvalue of 
the renormalized matrix. The eigenvector with 
the eigenvalue- At corresponds to the least 
stable branch. 
The matrix exp [- L{t - t)] in Eq.(2) 
is given in literature [1]. By introducing a 
projected amplitude of noise source as 
(3) 
the fluctuation fields is given as 
(4) 
The long time average of the 
decomposed amplitude is obtained. Fluctuation 
206 
dissipation theorem could be derived for the 
decomposed amplitude as 
( r(m) * r(m)) = 1 I A (m) 1
2 (.s<m) * _s{m)) 
Jt Jt 29\e(Am) tt 
(5) 
This is the fluctuation-dissipation theorem in 
the case of strongly unstable plasmas. Estimate 
is made for the magnitude of the noise source 
( _s{l)*_s{t)):::: C y"" - 2(r(l)*r(l)) 0 v'~tt Jt,k Jt,k 
+thermal excitations , 
where Yv is the nonlinear damping rate of the 
vorticity (eddy damping rate), and C0 is a 
numerical constant of the order of unity. 
Fluctuation dissipation theorem ( 4.2.86) is 
rewritten as 
(ft(t) *ft(l)) = CoYv (!t(l) *ft(l)) t.k t.k 29\ At t,k t,k 
+ thermal excitations (6) 
In a limit of strong turbulence, i.e., fluctuation 
level is much larger than the thermodynamical 
fluctuations, Eq.(4.2.75) is simplified as 
(7) 
Autocorrelation function as well as 
crosscorrelation functions are obtained once the 
autocorrelation function for the fluctuating 
potential is given, as 
(AmJ '.r,(mJ) = ( r,k~t) '(.tirmJ '.ti(mJ) 
(8-1) 
(t,(m) 't,(mJ) = ( r:~-t r (.ti(m) '.ti(m)) 
(8-2) 
(t,(m) 'jj(mJ) = ~ ~y~~ (Ji(m) 'jj(mJ) 
p m 
(8-3) 
The statistical theory is constructed without 
assuming that the ratios between the cross-
correlation functions and auto-correlation 
functions are small. It is confirmed that the 
solutions which have been obtained with this 
assumption are valid apart from a numerical 
coefficient of the order of unity [2]. 
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